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I attended the virtual Area 49 Literature committee meeting on Sunday, September 19, 2021. We 

discussed the setting up of the Area Literature table at the Hispanic Assemblea in September, which was 

the first live literature table setup for Area 49 since the pandemic. It was successful, the area distributed a 

lot of Spanish language AA literature that was in storage. We also discussed the release of various new AA 

literature because of Advisory Actions from the 71st General Service Conference. Among the literature 

changes is the new “Safety in AA” pamphlet. The new “Safety In AA” pamphlet addresses issues such as:  

“No one should have to tolerate racial, sexual orientation, gender, age or other discrimination when 

they seek help from A.A. Keep in mind: While most groups operate with a healthy balance of 

spontaneity and structure, there are a number of situations that can threaten group unity and challenge 

the safety of the group and its members”  

The “Safety in AA” pamphlet also addresses what we call 13 stepping or [quote] “Unwanted sexual 

advances and predatory behaviors conflict with carrying the A.A. message of recovery”  

There will be continuous changes in our literature as new literature is printed to degenderize AA literature, 

with the exception of Bill W’s writings. For example, changes to wording replacing phrases such as 

“manning the booth” to “staffing the booth.” 

The Literature committee (me) provided pamphlets to the Public Information Chair (Debbie) for her 

health fair, last Wednesday, October 13, 2021.  

On a personal note, I attended the 40th Annual Manhattan Share Day. The theme was “Growing Through 

Change” I attended the Service workshop where the speaker was our very own Tom B – Area 49 

Panel71ndelegate and an AA member from our own Suffolk County. 

 

Thank you for allowing me to be of service, 

Regina C 

Suffolk County General Service Literature Chair 

 


